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Fiber-optic cables can carry hundreds of telephone conversations

____. (05/6)A) homogeneously B) spontaneously C) simultaneously

D) ingeniously2. Nothing Helen says is ever ________. She always

thinks carefully before she speaks. (05/1)A) simultaneous B)

homogenous C) spontaneous D) rigorous3. Some educators try to

put students of similar abilities into the same class because they

believe this kind of ____ grouping is advisable. (02/6)A)

homogeneous B) instantaneous C) spontaneous D) anonymous 4.

Fiber-optic cables can carry hundreds of telephone conversations

______. (00/6)A)simultaneously B) spontaneously

C)homogeneously D) contemporarily 5. In the past ten years

skyscrapers have developed ______ in Chicago and New York City.

(99/1)A) homogeneously B) simultaneously C) spontaneously D)

harmoniously6. Although most dreams apparently happen

__________, dream activity may be provoked by external

influences. (97/1)A) spontaneously B) simultaneously C)

homogeneously D) instantaneouslyDisperse(4次)1. Although we

tried to concentrate on the lecture, we were ＿＿＿by the noise from

the next room. (05/6)A) distracted B) displaced C) dispersed D)

discarded2. In mountainous regions, much of the snow that falls is

___ into ice. (04/6)A) dispersed B) embodied C) compiled D)

compacted 3. We all enjoy our freedom of choice and do not like to



see it _____ when it is within the legal and moral boundaries of

society. (03/6)A)compacted B)restricted C)dispersed D)delayed 4.

After four years in the same job his enthusiasm finally ______.

(00/6)A) deteriorated B) dispersed C) dissipated D)

drainedDispose(4次)1. If you want to get into that tunnel, you first

have to ____ away all the rocks.(03/12)A) haul B) repel C) dispose

D) snatch2. Doctors are interested in using lasers as a surgical tool in

operations on people who are _____ to heart attack.

(03/6)A)infectious B)disposed C)accessible D)prone3. Over the past

ten years, natural gas production has remained steady, but ______

has risen steadily. (03/6)A)dissipation B)disposal C)consumption

D)expenditure 4. If you want to get into that tunnel, you first have to

_______ away all the rocks. (00/1)A) haul B) transfer C) repel D)

disposeDeliberate(3次)1. You shouldn’t ____ your father’s

instructions. Anyway he is an experienced teacher.(05/12)A)defy B)

deliberate C)denounce D) deduce2. Others viewed the findings with

_______, noting that a cause-and-effect relationship between passive

smoking and cancer remains to be shown. (02/12)A) optimism B)

passion C) caution D) deliberation3. I think she hurt my feelings

__________ rather than by accident as she claimed. (97/1)A)

virtually B) deliberately C) literally D) appropriatelyDelay(2次)1.

Elisabeth did not enter the museum at once, but ________ in the

courtyard. (04/6)A) resided B) dwelled C) lingered D) delayed 2.

We all enjoy our freedom of choice and do not like to see it _____

when it is within the legal and moral boundaries of society. (03/6)A)

compacted B) restricted C) dispersed D) delayed 100Test 下载频道
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